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Key Sales Points	

•  A paperback edition of this classic book	

•  Features 139 contact sheets (over 3,600 individual frames in total), selected by �

69 photographers or representatives of their estates	

•  Includes work by such legends as Henri Cartier-Bresson, Cornell Capa, Elliott Erwitt and 

Inge Morath, as well as the latest generation, among them Jonas Bendiksen, Trent Parke, 

Alessandra Sanguinetti and Alec Soth	

Target Market	

•  All practising photographers	

•  Photography aficionados	

•  General readers with an interest in photojournalism and visual culture	



Praise for Magnum Contact Sheets	

‘Exemplary … stunningly beautiful’ Geoff Dyer, Observer�

	

‘Utterly absorbing. To be able to follow dozens upon dozens of the 

most recognised images of the 20th century backwards through the 

selection process gives these pictures a new immediacy and vitality 

… fascinating and surprisingly intimate’ John Banville, Daily Telegraph �

	

‘Magnificent … every compelling image gives us an intimate and 

exciting sense of walking alongside the photographer’ RA Magazine�

	

‘A treasure trove’ Andrew Motion, Guardian �

	

‘Excellent value … a fascinating book that can not only be enjoyed 

for itself but can be utilised as a great learning tool for the most 

difficult task of all – picture editing’ Black & White Photography	
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